IRAN A WORLD WITHIN A BORDER

This is unique photo collection of Iranian heritage sites, mosques, historical buildings. Photos
taken by several photographer who travelled to the different part of country to capture the
beauty of the culture and colors.
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UK Worried by Iran Role in Israel-Syria Border Confrontation: Johnson. Feb. 12, 2018, at
9:07 a.m.. More. U.S. News & World Report. UK Worried by Iran Role in Rescuers and
residents spent the night digging through rubble in a than 500 people and injuring thousands
of others in the worlds deadliest . The death toll on the Iraqi side of the border appeared to be
lower than in Iran. Pakistani and Iranian forces have exchanged mortar fire, in the latest
incident between the two countries along their porous border. Three “terrorists” and three
members of the Iranian security forces were killed during night-time clashes along Irans
border with Pakistan, state Reports that Pakistani forces have returned mortar fire in a skirmish
with Iran represent an increase in tensions that have marred the region for years, writes Alex
Death toll in magnitude 7.3 quake climbs as rescuers continue . The earthquake struck near the
Iraq-Iran border (US Geological Survey).After Pakistan gained its independence in August
1947, Iran was the first country to recognize .. In May 2016, Iran warned Pakistan of cross
border military action if Pakistan did not reign in militants operating against Iran from its soil.
. Iran has the worlds second largest gas reserves, after Russia, but has been trying to About
12000 homes collapsed in the quake, the BBC learns, About 540 people were killed and close
to 8,000 injured when the quake hit near the Iran-Iraq border on Sunday. List of the worlds
deadliest earthquakes. A 7.3-magnitude earthquake has hit the region along the border
between Iran and Iraq. The Iranian government has deployed large numbers of troops in cities
in the northwestern region which borders Iraq in an effort to quell three Opinions · Explainers
· Home World. Illegal border crossing: Two Pakistani men killed in firing by Iran security
forces. Every year thousands of people from Pakistan and Afghanistan illegally travel to Iran
to find a job in Europe. Many houses in rural areas of Iran are made of mud bricks that can
crumble easily Border Kills More than 430, Injures Over 7,600. Share this —. World after a
7.3-magnitude earthquake struck near Irans border with Iraq,
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